Your Professional Parenting Partners
“David’s workshop has indeed changed my perception exponentially and I can’t wait to kickstart what I’ve learnt with my children at home.”
- Kunihide Seno
The Founder and Group CEO of multi-award winning international education institute
MindChamps, David Chiem is a master coach and trainer, having pioneered a unique
approach in mind development that integrates study and theatrical techniques with
Champion Mindset strategies for adults and youths.
David Chiem

David’s natural ability to inspire his audiences has made him an invaluable and highly
sought after speaker, trainer and coach. His amazing energy and positive mindset have
taught many to venture out of their comfort zone, igniting new passion and potential.
Establishing MindChamps, David has, according to Emeritus Professor Allan Snyder FRS,
the distinguished neuroscientist behind the Champion Mindset concept, “crossed many
bridges of success to achieve a remarkable synthesis of art, education and
entrepreneurship.”
In 2007, David founded the Home Nation Movement to equip parents, the leaders of the
home nation, with the Champion Parenting Mindset and empower them with the latest
scientifically-validated parenting strategies to effectively lead their children towards
championship. David has presented numerous parenting workshops and published
magazines and books on the subject of Champion Parenting, including Deeper than the
Ocean, hailed as the ‘parenting bible of the 21st century’, its follow-up, The Art of
Communicating with Your Child, The 3-Mind Revolution, a new world-view for all parents,
educators and leaders, and Pre-school Parenting Secrets – Talking with the Sky.
For his impressive range of achievements, David was awarded the Entrepreneur of the
Year by Rotary~ASME in 2008. In 2011, MindChamps was awarded Established Brand at
the Singapore Prestige Brand Awards. In recognition of exceptional contribution to the
education industry over the past 10 years in Singapore, MindChamps was presented
with the Most Outstanding Achievement for Education award at the SME 500 awards in
2012. In 2013, MindChamps PreSchool was chosen as Winner, Franchisor of the Year by
the Franchising and Licensing Association of Singapore.
Since 2011, MindChamps has been ranked as a Singapore/SME 1000 company. 2014
marks the fourth year running that MindChamps has received this recognition –
MindChamps sits in the top 1.5% of all Singapore/ SME companies (top 1000 out of
60,000 companies reviewed by ACRA).
David Chiem has achieved more than what most people would have wished for from a
lifetime of work. From a childhood of hardship and challenge, he has built a career of
diversity and success. David is indisputably a man whose personality and achievements
encapsulate the very concept of the Champion Mindset.
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“Through Brian’s workshop, I now understand the importance of leading and transforming
my child’s mindset and attitude.”
- Clarence Lim
Brian Caswell is an internationally-acclaimed award-winning author and a respected
educationist with over thirty-five years’ experience in the areas of public and private
education – including over a decade as an examiner of the NSW Higher School
Certificate.
Brian Caswell

For the past two decades, he has been in constant demand as a speaker and literary
consultant. During that time, he has visited hundreds of schools, libraries and
universities and has spoken to hundreds of thousands of people on three continents,
including being an international guest-speaker at the famous Hay on Wye Literature
Festival in Wales.
He has been appointed to the Australian Council Literature Board's Register of Peers. He
has held the post of Writer in Residence at the University of Western Sydney (UWS) and
has judged numerous writing and literary awards, including the prestigious NSW
Premier's Literary Awards, the national Nestlé Write Around Australia Award and the
UWS Young Writer's Award.
Brian’s more than 200 books (including novels, short-stories, parenting and educational
books) have been recognised internationally. He has won numerous awards including
the Human Rights Award for Children’s Literature, the Children’s Peace Literature Award
and the Australian Multi-Cultural Literature Award. He has also achieved five
nominations for the prestigious NSW Premier’s Awards, and has the rare distinction of
being included three times on the International Youth Library’s international selection
of notable new books – the White Ravens.
As Dean of Research and Program Development at MindChamps, Brian has dedicated
himself to creating programs that enhance students' learning, active recall and thinking
processes – and their social development – using creativity, whole-brain learning
strategies and mnemonic structures which take into account the latest research into
how the brain learns and stores information.
Brian has encapsulated the MindChamps’ educational philosophy and pedagogy in the
best-selling The 3-Mind Revolution, a new world view for all parents, educators and
leaders. He has also written numerous articles and chapters on education and youth
literature, including a 65-book series, written especially for the MindChamps Reading &
Writing program. The series, collectively known as the MindChamps Read-along Library
has recently been converted into electronic format, with another 100 to be written in
2015.
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“I would highly recommend working with Angie as a coach. Not only because of her integrity,
caring attitude and practical suggestions but also because she sparks a transformation in
you!“
- Bindiya Aravandekar
Angie Toh is an international transformation coach and trainer based in Singapore.

Angie Toh

She is a certified Results Coach with the Neuroleadership Group (formerly known as
Results Coaching Systems) and a certified Money Coach with the Money Coaching
Institute.
Angie’s last corporate role was with a global coaching organisation as the Director of
Coach Certification, managing the business in Asia as well as leading a sales team
globally.
A member of the International Coach Federation (ICF), Angie is passionate about
facilitating and helping others to gain insight into their true potential, to expand their
awareness of who they can become as a person and live a purposeful and successful life.
Angie is also one of the pioneer Breathworkers in Asia. Breathwork is a safe and powerful
technique developed in the early 70s to help release stress, suppressed emotions and
limiting beliefs. Her training as a Breathworker allows her to have an in-depth
understanding of the development of children, family dynamics, sibling rivalry and the
power of thoughts and emotions in parenting.
As an Education Advisor with MindChamps from 2006 to 2008, Angie was in the pioneer
group to be trained and certified as an Education Success Coach. An Education Success
Coach is equipped with life coaching skills, the latest understanding of psychology and
neuroscience, as well as an in-depth knowledge of local school system requirements to
guide children and families to develop the clarity to initiate their own steps towards
achieving life-long success.
Angie has coached and facilitated workshops on personal effectiveness and parenting all
over Asia, including Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong and India.
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“Greg is like a top-line sports coach and he teaches techniques that are unique but very
effective!”
- Shi Sugeng
Greg is a highly experienced international trainer and coach since 1997. He is skilled at
coaching presenters to polish their natural style and develop a strong presentation in
both delivery & content. He also trains and develops programs for inter-personal
communication skills ranging from client communication to conflict resolution and
leadership skills.
Greg Parker
Greg also has an extensive background in theatre and television, having graduated from
the West Australian Academy of Performing Arts in 1989. As a professional actor, some
of his credits include: three years as Herbert Elliot on The Man From Snowy River,
Neighbours, Blue Healers, Last of the Ryan's, Mercury, Stingers and City Homicide.
Theatre credits range from Macbeth to the Elephant Man. He is also a Writer, Producer
and Director.
With an accreditation in the DiSC Personality Profile System in Assessment and
Workplace Training, Greg has worked with a variety of major clients in Australia, New
Zealand, Malaysia, Indonesia, China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, India and Japan.
He has worked in many industries from finance to manufacturing to professional services
and has also coached AFL Football Players, Athletes and Broadcasters in Media Skills
training.
Greg joined MindChamps in 2008 and has worked with thousands of adults, parents,
children and teens; coaching and assisting them in developing the Champion Mindset –
to be the best that they can be.
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“Ray is an excellent presenter. His coaching style is very insightful, with explanations that are
clear and concise. I now understand more about parenting in terms of establishing rapport
with my child and my communication style!”
- Tan Hwee Yong

Raymond Koh

Raymond Koh is an accomplished teacher, trainer and coach for more than 12 years. He
has given various fathering, parenting and life skills coaching talks and workshops with
the goal of inspiring and building strong parent-child relationships. He has worked with
schools, companies and volunteer organisations to promote shared parenting
involvement, work-life balance and parent-child bonding. Happily married for 26 years,
Raymond is a father to two lovely girls.
For his work with the Centre for Fathering, Singapore, which he co-founded, Raymond
was awarded the Best New Initiative by the National Volunteer & Philanthropy Centre in
2000. Raymond also brought his parenting-education to another level, being certified as
a Parent-Education Leadership Trainer by Swinburne University (Aus), Triple-P facilitator
and a Living Values Educator / Train-the-trainer by LVEP.
As a coach, Raymond’s work experience has taken him across an interesting spectrum of
interaction with customers, students, parents and even prison inmates. His overarching
passion is empowering people to find their own solutions to their challenges, whether
they be a student desiring to reach his potential, parents struggling with their roles or
even an inmate needing a second chance at life.
Now an Assistant Director of Parent & Child Coaching and Education Success Coach at
MindChamps, Raymond continues to present Parenting Strategies workshops for
parents, coaching sessions and championship enrichment skills for children.
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